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Abstract 
This thesis examines the effects of illegal immigration in a neoclassical Solow growth 
model with different labor substitutabilities. The inflow of illegal immigrants benefits the 
host country as average income of the host country is increased, but it is likely to worsen 
income distribution between skilled and unskilled labor. However, the effects of illegal 
immigration change as the elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled labor 
improves. A higher degree oflabor substitution affects the society through the positive ef-
ficiency effect. However it is also associated with the negative distribution effect because 
it increases the income share of the illegal immigrants who do not save in the host coun-
try. As a result, the effect of the elasticity of substitution between skilled and unskilled 
labor on average income of the society is ambiguous in general. All sources of income of 
skilled and unskilled labor are also affected by labor substitutability and the changes move 
in different directions. To gain further insight into these issues, a calibration method is 
used. Our calibration results show that a higher elasticity of labor substitution lowers the 
increase in the steady state average capital caused by illegal immigration and improves the 
wealth distribution of the economy in the steady state and during transition. Moreover, the 
distributional effect is also examined in different degree of capital and skilled labor sub-
stitution. The positive outcome of a higher factor substitution on income inequality is still 
robust despite the fact that higher capital-skill substitutability also increases the average 
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This thesis examines labor substitutability in relation to the effects of illegal immi-
gration in a neoclassical growth model using normalized constant elasticity of substitution 
(CES) production function. 
The CES production function has been used extensively in macroeconomics research. 
Klump and Preissler (2000) make a review of the variants of the CES production func-
tion that are commonly used and clarify the misspecification of the function and its effect 
on growth. Leontief, Cobb-Douglas and perfect substitutes are actually referring to three 
special cases ofthe Normalized CES production function with different elasticities ofsub-
stitution which are 0，1 and infinity respectively. Using a Solow-type economy setup, de 
La Grandville (1989) and Klump and de La Grandville (2000) suggest that the degree of 
factor substitution is a powerful engine behind growth. They formally prove that a coun-
try will have a higher level of per capita income at any stage of the development and in 
the steady state if it has a higher elasticity of factor substitution, ceteris paribus. Mello 
(2008) uses heterogeneous labor input and confirms that a higher labor substitution leads to 
greater economic growth. However, Miyagiwa and Papagergiou (2003) and Iraien (2003) 
argue that different findings may be unique to different assumptions, more specifically in 
terms ofhow savings decisions are made. They show that ifthe Diamond overlapping gen-
eration model is used, a country with higher capital-labor substitution can exhibit lower per 
capita capital during the transition and in the steady state. This is because in the Solow 
1 
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model, savings come from all sources of income, whereas in the Diamond model savings 
only come from wage income. A higher factor substitutability may decrease the wage in-
come and hence the savings out of it. A systematic way of generalizing the relationship 
between factor substitution and economic growth in different one-sector growth models 
can be referred to in Xue and Yip's (2009) study, in which the Ramsey model is also con-
sidered. They explain that the elasticity of substitution affect the economy via a positive 
efficiency effect and an ambiguous distribution effect. In addition to the saving decisions, 
how the normalized level ofper capita capital is chosen is also important in predicting the 
result since the distribution effect depends on the relative magnitude of the steady state and 
the normalized levels ofper capita capital. Existing literatures that use the CES production 
function to study income inequality is rather limited. Griliches (1969) empirically esti-
mates the elasticity of substitution between physical capital and labor with high and low 
skills. Their results show that there exists significant capital-skill complementarity. Krusell 
and Ohanian (2000) use the idea to explain the increase in skilled wage premium after the 
postwar period. The intuition is that there is a higher elasticity of substitution between cap-
ital and unskilled labor than skilled labor. Capital accumulation worsens wage inequality 
as physical capital replaces unskilled labor but raises the wage of the skilled labor because 
of the complementarity relationship of the two factors. 
For the literature on illegal immigration, the pioneering static study is by Ethier 
(1986). He uses a simple model ofborder enforcement to analyze the implications ofille-
gal immigration on the welfare and income distribution of the host country. With tougher 
policies on illegal immigration，the national income of the host country will decrease. Fol-
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lowing Ethier's study, Bond and Chen (1987) extend the analysis into a two-country setting 
in which they study the optimal border enforcement level with the consideration of capital 
mobility. Tougher policies lower the immigration level and hence increase the wage ofla-
borers. Under the assumption that labor is immobile but is not capital, policy enforcement 
is more effective because taking risks becomes less attractive for more immigrants ifcapi-
tal is driven out ofthe country to maintain a given wage rental ratio. The use ofa dynamic 
framework for illegal immigration analysis started less than a decade ago. One ofthe im-
portant studies is by Djajic (1997) who finds that all native workers are better off in the long 
run if only the illegal immigrants occupy the underground economy. It is because illegal 
immigrants reduce the cost of production for skilled labor while increasing the demand for 
the services provided by the unskilled natives. Hazari and Sgro (2003) analyze the impact 
of illegal immigration on domestic consumption using capital and labor as the factors of 
production. This study is revised by Moy and Yip (2006), who show that illegal immigra-
tion has ambiguous welfare effect on the host country. The reason is that although there is a 
positive exploitation effect to raise the per capita consumption oflocals, illegal immigrants 
who are assumed to save nothing affect the society negatively through the intertemporal 
effect. Using a Cobb-Douglas production function, they prove that per capita domestic 
consumption rises as a result of illegal immigration. The previous literature treats domestic 
labor equally, and illegal immigrants can be perfect or imperfect substitutes of locals. To 
further study the distributional effect caused by illegal immigration, Palivos and Yip (2010) 
construct a model that uses capital and heterogeneous labor input. With illegal immigrants 
treated as unskilled labor, the inflow of illegal immigrants can affect local workers differ-
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ently and hence the income distribution, which is the major concem when discussing the 
consequences of illegal immigration .They find that illegal immigration, although a boon 
to the host country, is likely to worsen the income inequality. 
To shed ftoher light on the analysis ofPalivos and Yip (2010)，we follow their model 
setup except that we use a normalized CES production ftmction to examine the effects of 
illegal immigration in different degrees oflabor substitution. Based on their previous find-
ings, illegal immigration increases the average capital ofthe society, but not all the workers 
are equally benefited from the boon. Income distribution is likely to become more unequal 
in the steady state and during transition under reasonable parameterization of Palivos and 
Yip's (2010) calibration exercises. However, an improvement in labor substitutability may 
affect the effects of illegal immigration. Better labor substitutability increases domestic 
factors' return through a positive efficiency effect, but there is a negative distribution effect 
because the share of the illegal immigrants who do not save in the host country increases. 
Therefore, there is an ambiguous effect on the steady state average capital. The elastic-
ity oflabor substitution also affects all the sources of income ofboth skilled and unskilled 
labor. Nevertheless, our calibration exercises show that the distribution effect dominates 
the efficiency effect as the elasticity oflabor substitution increases. It is possible to obtain 
a different conclusion from the Solow-type model setup that a country will have a higher 
level ofper capita income at any stage of the development and in the steady state if it has 
a higher elasticity of factor substitution when illegal immigration is also considered. The 
calibration results also show that income distribution becomes more equal during the tran-
sition and in the steady state if skilled and unskilled labor act as better substitutes of each 
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other. Since Griliches(1969) empirically find a significant relationship between capital and 
skill substitutability, a change of in capital-skill substitution is also examined. Under the 
new flmction, the distribution effect on illegal immigrants disappears and there is a posi-
tive efiiciency effect is left so that the economy is better off. However, the positive effect 
ofhigher factor substitution on income distribution is still true under our calibration using 
the new ftinction form. 
The paper is organized as follows as follows. Section 2 describes the one-sector ille-
gal immigration model with heterogeneous labor inputs by Palivos and Yip (2010). Section 
3 introduces the Normalized CES production function and study effect of the elasticity of 
labor substitution on the effects ofillegal immigration. Section 4 examines the effect ofthe 
change in capital-skilled labor substitution on the outcomes of illegal immigration. Section 
4 concludes the paper. 
Chapter 2 
A Model of Immigration with Heterogeneous 
Labor Input 
2.1 The model 
We assume a Solow-type economy, and production uses capital and heterogeneous labor 
input. There is only one type of capital but labor is classified into skilled and unskilled 
labor so that effect of illegal immigration on the income distribution of the two groups 
of labor can be studied. Firms produce goods and households consume the goods. All 
resources and firms are owned by the households. The role ofthe government is to catch 
illegal immigrants and collect fines from the employers employing them. It then transfers 
the fine to the local labors equally in a lump sum manner. Illegal immigrants are perfect 
substitutes for the unskilled native worker (skilled immigrants are not considered in this 
thesis). However, we assume that they do not save in the host country and send all their 
savings abroad. We denote Li as the number of domestic unskilled labor and L2 as the 
number of domestic skilled labor. L is the number of the total domestic labor force which 
is the sum ofthe skilled and unskilled labor. K is the aggregate capital ofthe economy, and 
M is the number ofthe illegal immigrants. The constant return to scale (CRS) production 
function is 
Y = F(K, Li + M, L2) 
6 
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The production function exhibits positive but diminishing marginal retums such that 
Fi > 0 and Fu < 0，i = K, Li(or M), L2.The cross derivative of the production function 
with respect to two different types of input is assumed to be positive such that Fij > 0, 
iJ = K,Li{or M)，L2，i — j. 
L e t 0 = ^ , 1 - 4 ) = ^ , k = f andm = f . 
Using the CRS property ofthe production function, the output per domestic labor can 
be written as follows: 
Y/L = F(K, Li + M, L2)|L = F(k, • + m, 1 - ¢) 
Capital will depreciate constantly at a rate S e (0’ 1). Let r, wi,wm, and w2 be the 
interest rate, unskilled labor wage, illegal immigrants' wage and skilled labor wage respec-
tively. 
The representative firm maximizes its profit: 
n = F{K, Li + M, L2) - rK - wih - w2L2 — WmM - 7M - 5K 
We assume a competitive market where the marginal product is equal to the wage of 
the domestic workers. Employers will be punished if the illegal immigrants they employed 
are being caught. The labor market is perfectly elastic, so illegal immigrants bear all the 
fines and are paid at a lower rate when compared with domestic unskilled labors. We define 
7 (7 = Wi - Wm) as the expected fine needed to pay when an employer hires an illegal 
immigrant. The first-order necessary conditions are 
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dF 
F1(X,L1 + M,L2) = ^ = r + J 
dF 
F2{K, Li + M, L2)=瓦=wi 
dF F2{K, L i + M , L2) = ^=^rn^l 
dF Fz{K, Li + M, L2) = ^ = W2 
0L2 
We assume that the wage of the a skilled labor is higher than that of an unskilled 
labor. Hence, 
F3>F2 
The government collects fines R = 7 M and distributes it equally to households. 
R • 1 . Ti = — = 7m, 1 = 1，2 L/ 
Denote yi and h as the income and capital of an unskilled labor respectively and y2 
and k2 as the income and capital of a skilled labor respectively. 
The income of domestic citizen (yi) is the sum ofhis capital income (rki), where r is 
the real interest rate, his labor income(it;i) and government transfer(7"i). 
Vi = rki + Wi + Ti i = 1 , 2 (2.1) 
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2.2 EquiUbrium balanced growth path 
Each household saves a constant fraction of his income s e (0,1) and consumes all the 
remaining such that Cj = (1 — s)y{. 
Per capita capital accumulation by each group is described by: 
ki = syi - Ski, where yi 二 rki + wi + 丁“ i = 1,2 (2.2) 
Average capital stock of the economy is: 
k - 1 
^ — L 
= K 1 + K2 
= ^ " " ^ L ~ " 
_ Liki + L2k2 
= L 
= # 1 + (1 - 0)¾ 
Average dynamics capital ofthe economy is: 
k = ^ki + (1 — ^)h 
Similarly, average income and average dynamics income ofthe economy are: 
y = ^yi + (1 - 4>)y2 (2.3) 
y = (j>yi + (1 一 4>)v2 
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Average consumption oflocal labor is: 
C = (/)Ci + (1 - (/>)C2 
二 0(1 — 5)2/1 + (1 — 0)(1 — 5)2/2 
= ( 1 - s)y 
Average wage of the local labor is: 
w = 4>wi + (1 — 4>)w2 
Using CRS 
F{k, (/> + m, 1 — ¢) = (r + 5)k + wi [4> + m) + W2[l — 4>) (2.4) 
By equation (2.1) and (2.4)，average income of the households can be shown to be 
equal to the average output produced minus the average wage paid to the illegal immigrants 
and capital depreciation. 
y = 4>yi + (1 - ^)v2 
= 0 ( r f c i + wi + 7m) + (1 - 0)(rfc2 + W2 + jm) 
=rk + ^wi + (1 - ^)w2 + ^m 
={r + 6)k + wi {4> + m) + w2{l 一 ¢ ) 一 mwi — 5k + 7m 
二 F(k, 4> + m, 1 一 ¢) — m [F2{k, ^ + m, 1 — ¢) 一 7] _ 砍 
By equation (2.2) 
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k = 0fci + (1 - ^)k2 
= 0 ( s y i - Ski) + (1 - ^)(sp2 - Sk2) 
=sy{k,m) — Sk 
Average dynamics capital of the economy can then be expressed by 
k 二 sy{k, m)-5k, where y{k, m) = F{k,少+m, l-^)-m [F2{k,小 + m，1 — ¢) — 7]-花 
2.3 Steady-state equilibrium and average household {m) 
In steady state k = 0 
sy(k*,m) = Sk* 
sF ( r , 0 + m, 1 — ¢) - smF2 ( r ,办 + m, 1 — ¢ ) + sm7 - (1 + s) Sk* 二 0 (2.5) 
Total differentiate equation (2.5) w.r.t m 
‘ —_^ 
• — F ¥ 
— j - m F ^ ^ 一 h _ d^ 〉u 
s d%* 
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To ensure the existence, uniqueness and stability of a positive steady-state capital 
stock in equilibrium, three assumptions have to be made. First, y is strictly increasing and 
concave in k. Hence 讓 = F i - mFh 一 S > 0 and 謠 二 Fu - mFm < 0. Second, 
y(0, m) > 0. Third, limfc_o, | > ！ and l i m “ � | < ！ • 
^ — % > 0 because of the conditions of existence, uniqueness and stability imposed 
S dk 
above. Intuitively saving from all sources of income should be equal to the depreciation in 
the steady state.,s^ is the saving from capital income only, so it should be smaller than 
CrC 
5 , ^ = 7 — mF 2^ > 0 because i ^ < 0. An increase in illegal immigration level increases 
the steady state average capital of the economy. 
Average income and consumption move in the same direction as average capital be-
cause they have a constant relationship. Hence, the society is better offwhen income and 
consumption levels are concerned. 
y* = 》 ： 
dy* 5 dk* ^ ^ = - r � o 
am s am 
.* 二 g c ^ * 
竺 二 i L ^ , ^ > 0 
dm s dm 
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The distributional effect ofillegal immigration is yet to be analyzed even though the whole 
economy is better off. 
ki = syi{k{m),ki,m) 一 5ki (2.6) 
In steady state ki 二 0 
sy; (F (m), k*，m) = 5k； i = 1 ’ 2 (2.7) 
where 
y* = [Fi (r,(^ + m，l_(^) -5^ k* + Fi+i (r，0 + m,l-0) +7^ i = l,2 
Steady state wealth of the labors are: 
s \Fi+i (k\ ^ + m, 1 一 ¢) + jm 
k： = ^ ^ ~ ^ — — 下 )- ( i = 1 , 2 (2 .8) 
(1 + s) 5 — sFi (r，(/> + m, 1 - ¢) 
Income distribution becomes more unequal as the relative asset position of the un-
skilled labor (|i) decreases^ 
Total differentiate equation (2.7) w.r.t m 
dk* 鸾#^ + # 
"^i dk dm I dm 
• 二 '--^ _ s dk* 
Where 
1 See appendix B of Palivos and Yip (2010) for the proof 
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g 二 F*,k* + FiVi 
1^ = Fnk* + F2V1 + 7 
弊 = F * - 5 = r* i = l,2. 
dk* 1 
The effect o fm on the steady state per capita capital of the skilled and unskilled labor 
is generally ambiguous. Illegal immigrants directly affect k* and also indirectly through 
its effect on F . The direct effect is that an increase in m will increase the wage ofthe 
skilled labor but decrease the wage ofthe unskilled labor even though both the skilled and 
unskilled labor are receiving the same amount of fine from the government. However both 
the rental income of the capital of the skilled and unskilled labor is increased. On the other 
hand, an increase in m increases the equilibrium average capital of the society, which in 
tum increases the wages but decreases the rental income of the capital of both the skilled 
and unskilled labor due to the diminishing marginal return of capital. 
The calibration exercises of Palivos and Yip (2010) shows that the wealth distrib-
ution is likely to become more unequal in the steady state because the number of illegal 
immigrants increases if a Cobb-Douglas (the elasticity of substitution between skilled and 
unskilled labor is one) production function is used. 
2.5 Transitional dynamics {m) 
Dynamics of average and individual capital are as follows: 
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k = sy — 6k 
=sF{k, 0 + m, 1 — ¢) - smF2{k, ¢) + m, 1 一 ¢) + srrvy - (1 + s)5k 
ki = syi — 5ki 
=s{rki + w\ + 7m) — 5ki 
= s F i k i + sF2 + 5m7 — (1 + s)Ski 
k2 = sy2 — Sk2 
=s{rk2 + W2 + 7m) — Sk2 
=sF1k2 + sFs + smj — (1 + s)5k2 
Using (2.8) and (2.6)，time derivatives of the relative share ofku/h ： 
^ ^ = r i M ^ - kit/h) + 7m(i - ku/h)] dt kt m 
Details of how the above equation is obtained can be referred to Palivos and Yip 
(2010). 
Illegal immigration affects the transitional stage average capital and per capita capi-
tal ofthe labors. However it is impossible to get definite results analytically and calibration 
method is used. Calibration exercises of Palivos and Yip (2010) shows that average cap-
ital of the economy increases during the transition. Per capita capital of the skilled labor 
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increases but that ofthe unskilled labor decreases and the income distribution is becoming 
more unequal during the transition. 
Chapter 3 
Normalized CES Production Function 
3.1 NormaUzatlon of CES Production Function (benchmark) 
In this section, we are going to examine the effect ofchange in the elasticity ofsubstitution 
between unskilled and skilled labor on the effects caused by illegal immigration. To do this, 
we need to set up a Normalized CES production function. The CES production function is 
as follow: 
kza 
F{K, Li + M, L2) = AK^ [" (Li + Mf + (1 — ") L ^ ‘ 
Define a as the elasticity of substitution between the skilled and unskilled workers. We 
choose baseline points for the marginal rate of substitution Uo to normalize the CES pro-
duction function, m=0 is chosen as the economically relevant point (see appendix 1 for the 
two-step calibration method used). 
— a [ ( L i + M) /L2] MPLjMPLs — 1 
�二 d {MPLu/MPLs) (Li + M) /L2 一 r=^ 
da 1 2 卯 1 
——= o = cr or ^ = ^ d|3 (1-/5)2 da j2 
MPLu M ( 1-^ V"^ 
MPLs — l-/x \^  + moJ 
=OJo 
17 
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The normalized CES production function can be written as: 
l - g 
1 了 
F = A {a)T [M (…(0 + mf + (1 - “ (a)) (1 - ^f 
where 
l - g 
— ^ [(1 一 夠1—卢 + (於 + _ ) 1 — 〜 0 ] 
� 二 ^ [ (1 - Cj>) + {<!> + mo)c^ o 
..二 {^ + mof-^u)Q 
“ ⑷ 二 ( l _ ^ i - � + (0 + m�)i—"a;o 
Denote the share ofthe skilled labor as 7r = %户右山 
( � M P L s U 
兀 ⑷ 二 ^ F ^ 
,、二 ( l - ^ ) ( l - 0 ) 
^ � � J - (1 - 0) + o;o (0 + 爪0广"(於 + m f 
— (1 - a) (1 - ¢) 二 (1 一 g - 7To) (1 - ¢) 
兀0 = (1 - ¢) + cjo (0 + mo) wo — 7To (0 + mo) 
dn 1 1 - a - 7T, /(^ + mo� 
——=—TT in — da cr2 1 - a \ 小 + ^ J 
since mo < m, 
1 ^ < 0 (3.9) da 
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Proposition 1 A higher elasticity ofsubstitution between skilled and unskilled labor will 
increase the productivity ofthe production function with illegal immigration, ceterisparibus. 
Proof. 
玲 
7T 1 — a — 7To — f ^ + rrio \ 
7To 1 — a — 7T \ 4> + m 
m 
^ = 4 v ^ n ^ 
\koJ \ 7T / 
Proof 
7T 1 - a — 7To — / 4> + rriQ \ “ 
7To 1 - a — 7T \ 4> + m J 
^ - < f f ( s f 
l n F = ^ ^ l n p ) + b ^ F o ( Q a 
|3 \ 7T / \koJ 
d F ^ r 1 - a /7ToN ^ l - 0 i 7T 7To d 7 r ' 
面 二 厂 _ - 了 1 4 7 ) + 丁 5 ( - 1 ) ^ 液 . 
^ f l - a ^ /7ToX I 1-a 7T 7To l-a-7T / 0 + m o \ 
= F _ - " ^ l n ( 7 ) + l M ( - l ) p W ^ y ^ l n ( ^ J 
「 厂 ^1 - a 1 /7ToN , l-a-7T (0 + mo\ 
= — F — " ^ ln 一 + ^ ln 丁\ 
2^ V 7T / 1 一 a \ (p + m 乂 
1 - a r, /7ro\ 1 - a - n . n 1 - a — 7To 
= - F - ^ ln - - + ^ l n - -0^ \ 7T ) 1 — a 7To 1 — (¾ — 7T 
1 - a � 7T 1 7To 1 一 Q! 一 7T . 1 一 a 一 7To 
= - F - ^ I n — + ^ l n -
/?2 1 一 a 7T 1 - OL 1 - Oi — 7T 
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dF — d^dl ^ 二 ^ ^ 
— n 
二 ^ ^ 
Using the strict concavity oflogarithmic function 
1 7T0 ^ 7To 
ln ——< 1 n 7T 
1 1 — a — 7To 1 — cx — 7To 1 
ln < 丄 1 — a — 7T 1 — a — 7T 
7T 1 7To l - a - n ^ 1 - a - no 乂 n no ^^  , l - a - n ^ l - a - n o . 
l ; l n ^ + " I ^ l n y 3 ^ < I ^ ^ ( ? ] ) + " ^ ^ ( ! ! ： ^ - ” 
< 7To — 7T + 7T — 7To 
1 — a 1 — a 
< 0 
dF 1 1 - a � n , /7ro\ 1 - a — n . { 1 - a — 7 r o \ 1 � „ .^  , 
! = — i i ^ ^ F ln ( — ) + ^ ln � 0 ， i f m — mo 
da 0-2 /32 [1 - a \ 7T / 1 - a \ l - a - n J 
When m = 0，7r = 7r0 and 紧=0. A higher degree of labor substitution leads to 
higher output level per labor when there is a positive number ofillegal immigrants. 
Capital return and wage of the labors can be expressed in the following ways: 
1 ^ 
F1(K,L1 + M,L2) = aAK^-^ [fi (Li 4- M f + (1 - ^) L ^ 
l - g — ^ 
= a A T ' ^ [M 沙 + mf + (1 - ") (1 — ¢)^  
F{k, • + m, 1 — ¢) 
= O L = k 
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-i-g 1 
F2(K,L1 + M,L2) = (1 - a)fiAK^ [M {Li + M f + (1 - fji) L ^ ‘ (Li + M)"—i 
n i—a 1 
= ( 1 - a) f j ,AT L (0 + m f + (1 - M) (1 " )^^ J ‘ (0 + m f " ' 
= F ( 5 , 0 + m , l - ^ ( l _ t ^ 
4> + m 
F3(i^,L1 + M,L2) = (1 - a) (1 - M) AK^ [fi (Li + M f + (1 - /i) L ^ ] ‘ � ” 
= ( 1 一 a) (1 一 M) Ar [M (0 + mf + (1 — " ) (1 一 ^ f ] 丁 ― ' (1 一 4>f'' 
F{k, 0 + m, 1 — ¢) = 7T 
1-小 
Cross derivatives w.r.t factors of production and a 
Fi, = a ^ > 0 k 
F F � 
巧 一 命 ( 1 - " ) + ( - ^兀。） 
凡：二告“+ ! ^ " 。 
Q；，1 _ cK -兀,7j" are the income share of the capital, unskilled labor and skilled labor 
respectively. F^ is the aggregate efiiciency effect of a, Fi^ can be expressed as the share of 
aggregate efficiency effect ( a F ^ ) divided by the average capital ( k ) . We will call it average 
efficiency effect on capital return (Fi^). Similarly, we call F2a the average efiiciency effect 
on unskilled wage. It can be decomposed into two components. The first component is the 
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average 6伍&6打。丫 effect on unskilled labor ( ^ (1 - a - 7r)) and the second component 
is the average distribution effect on unskilled labor ( - ^ 7 r ^ ) . Similarly, F3^  is the average 
wage effect on skilled labor and can be decomposed into the average efficiency effect on 
skilled labor ( ^ 7 r ) and the average distribution effect on skilled labor (y^7r^). Since 
there is no distribution effect on capital, average 6伍&6打07 effect on capital retum also 
equals to average efliciency effect on capital. To conclude this, average efficiency on a 
factor's retum equals to the sum of average efficiency effect and average distribution effect 
on the factor according to our definition. 
We try to summarize the terms used and that will be used as follows: 
Expression Definition 
Fo- aggregate efficiency effect 
Fi^ average efficiency effect on capital retum 
kFia aggregate emdency effect on capital retum 
F20^  average efficiency effect on unskilled wage 
(0 + m)F2a aggregate efficiency effect on unskilled wage 
Ti^ F aggregate distribution effect on unskilled labor 
j^7Ta average distribution effect on unskilled labor 
>c (1 — a — 7T) aggregate efficiency effect on unskilled labor 
^ ^ (1 — a — 7T) average efficiency effect on unskilled labor 
Fso- average efficiency effect on skilled wage 
(1 - ¢)F^a• aggregate efficiency effect on skilled wage 
- n ^ F aggregate distribution effect on skilled labor 
- ^ ^ 7To- average distribution effect on skilled labor 
Fo-7T aggregate efficiency effect on skilled labor 
^ 7 T average efficiency effect on skilled labor 
Proposition 2 Wage ofthe unskilled labor increases as the elasticity ofsubstitution be-
tween skilled and unskilled labor increases. 
Proof. F2a = 為 ( 1 - Q； - 7T) — ^ 7 T ^ > 0 since 7r^  < 0 by (3.9) 
Average efficiency effect on unskilled wage is positive since both the average efii_ 
ciency effect and average distribution effect of ¢7 on unskilled labor are positive. • 
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Average efficiency effect on skilled wage is ambiguous in sign since there is a positive 
average efficiency effect but a negative average distribution effect ofcr on skilled labor. 
Proposition 3 Aggregate efficiency effect of a equals to the sum ofaggregate efficiency 
effect on capital return, aggregate efficiency effect on skilled wage and unskilled wage. 
F , = kFi, + {^ + m)F2a + (1 - >^)Fza 
Proof. 
kFi, + {4> + m)F2a + (1 - ^)Fza 
二 系 4 + (0 + m ) [ ^ (1 - a - . ) + ( ― 点 - 』 + (1 - ^ 1 ¾ - + 1 ¾ - ^ ) 
= K 
• 
Since the sum ofall aggregate distribution effects on factor inputs is zero, aggregate 
efficiency effect ofcr also equals to the sum of aggregate efficiency effects on capital, skilled 
labor and unskilled labor. 
Let Wp = ^ be the wage premium of the skilled labor over the unskilled labor 
Proposition 4 Wage premium ofthe skilled labor decreases as the elasticity ofsubsUtution 
between skilled and unskilled labor increases. 
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Proof. 
(0 + m) 7T 
P^ 二 (1 一 ¢) (1 — OL - n) 
dwp — (1 - ¢) (1 - a — 7r) {4) + m ) n � - (1 - ¢ ) (0 + m ) 7T (-7T^) 
^ 二 (1 — ^f (1 — a - 7T)2 
dWp (1 — a) {(f> + m) 7Ta- . ^ n U.r (飞 O� •~^ = ^ — ^ < 0 since 7T^  < 0 by (3.9) da (1 - 0) (1 - a - 7T)2 
• 
^ < 0 only means that a relative increase in unskilled wage is larger than that in 
skilled wage but it has no indication on the sign of F^a- To gain further insight into the 
efficiency effect of a on labor wage, we rely on a calibration exercise. The benchmark 
parameterization that follows Palivos and Yip (2010) is as follows: a = 1/3，s = 0.25, 
S 二 0.04, 0 = 0.5 and 7 = 0.25 (30% of the initial equilibrium wage). 
Our calibration result shows that wage of unskilled labor is higher with a higher a. 
However it also shows that wage of skilled labor is lower with a higher cr. This means that 
the average efificiency effect on the skilled labor is dominated by the average distribution 
effect on the skilled labor. In Figurela, it depicts the relationship between m and the steady 
state wage ofthe skilledand unskilledlabor with a different a (a = 0.5,1，1.5). It shows 
that a decrease in unskilled wage and an increase in skilled wage due to illegal immigration 
are smaller as a increases. In Figure 2a，it depicts the relationship between m and the 
steady state wage premium ofthe skilled labor with different a (a = 0.5,1,1.5) and shows 
that the wage premium due to illegal immigration decreases as a increases. 
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3.2 Steady-state equilibrium and average household (a) 
Differentiate equation (2.5) w.r.t a 
‘ 二 _ ^ 
‘ _ F ¥ 
— F ； - mF*^ 
- s _ §£_ 
s dk* 
二 K - m ^ i ^ - ^ - ^ * ) + ^ ^ < 
= { l + l)^-Fi + ^F,{l-a-7T*) 
=[1_二（1一。一兀*)]^-(-為厂<) 
一 (l + i ) ^ - F , * [ l - ^ ( l - a - ^ * ) ] 
The effect of illegal immigration on steady state average capital depends on a. By 
proposition 3，the numerator of the expression in line two is the aggregate efficiency effect 
ofcr on domestic factor returns since F* 一 m i ^ = k*F^^ + ^F^^ + (1 - ^ ) ¾ . An increase 
in the elasticity oflabor substitution has two opposite effects holding m constant. A higher 
a increases the efficiency ofthe production fimction with illegal immigrants. However it 
also increases the wage and income share of the illegal immigrants who do not save. As 
shown in the numerator of the expression in line four, it is the aggregate efliciency effect of 
a gained by domestic factor inputs( the coefficient of F* is not equal to one because illegal 
immigrants take a share ofthe unskilled labor which is 為 and the unskilled labor take 
a share of 1 - a - n* of the aggregate efficiency effect) minus the aggregate distribution 
effect on the illegal immigrants ( - F n * is the aggregate distribution effect on the unskilled 
labor and ^ is the share of the illegal immigrants of unskilled labor) The sign of ^ 
is ambiguous in general because of the two opposite forces and we have to rely on the 
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calibration method to find out the effect of a on the steady state average capital of the 
economy. 
Base on our calibration results, we confirm the results of Palivos and Yip (2010) 
that higher m leads to higher steady state average capital ofthe society in all three cases, 
a = 0.5,1,1.5 in Figure 3a. Moreover, it also implies that the second term ( - ^ F < ) 
dominates the first term ([1 - 為 ( 1 一 o; — 7r*)]F*) and higher elasticity of substitution be-
tween skilled and unskilled labor lowers the increase in steady state average capital caused 
by m { £ { ^ ) is negative in our case, but it is possible that { £ { ^ ) is positive when a is 
small and m is large . Appendix 2 shows the relationship between ^ and m in different 
cr.). 
The way how m affects the steady state average capital ofthe economy can also be 
explained using a similar logic, m does not increase the sum ofthe aggregate efficiency 
efect on the factor retums (domestic factor retums plus illegal immigrants' return) since 
kFu + (0 + m)F22 + (1 - 0 ) ¾ = 0 (3.10) 
However, the efficiency effects o f m on factor retums are different since 
F12, Fs2 > 0 
F22 < 0 
By equation (3.10) 
-mF22 = kFu + 0F22 + (1 - ^)Fs2 
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We can then explain the effect ofm on the steady state average capital ofthe economy 
systematically. 
dk* _ 7 一 mF22 
dm 二 —Lg； 
S dk 
-mF22 is actually the aggregate efficiency effect of m on domestic factor retums 
(FFi*2 + (j)F^ 2 + (1 - ^^)¾). Together with the fine, they become the numerator ofthe 
expression. 
3.3 Movements in the distribution ofwealth (cr) 
The elasticity oflabor substitution also affects the steady state individual per capita capital. 
Differentiate equation (2.7) w.r.t cr 
,.* M ^ + M 
dkj 二 afc* d<T 十 d<r 
la — 5 _ M 
S dkr 
% = Fnk； + i^iVi 
UK 
箬 = F l K + F：,^, 
M 二 F： - 5 = r* i = l,2. 
dk* 1 
A higher a affects the individual capital ofboth skilled and unskilled labor via the di-
rect effect by its €伍66打07 effect on capital return {F^ k^^ ) and wage ofthe labor (尸;料1). 
As previously shown, the average efficiency effect on capital return (F^ )^ and average ef-
ficiency effect on unskilled wage (i^r) are positive, but the average efliciency effect on 
skilled wage (FgJ is ambiguous in sign. Meanwhile, a higher a also affects k* indirectly 
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through its effect on the steady state average capital (实)of the economy and hence the 
capital return (F,\k*) and wage oflabor (i^+i). If % < 0(> 0), the capital return in-
creases (decreases), but the wage ofboth skilled and unskilled labor decreases (increases). 
The incomes ofall sources are affected differently in the opposite directions, so the sign of 
^ is ambiguous and we use the calibration method to find out the relationship between cr 
and steady state individual per capita capital. 
Base on our calibration results, we corroborate the results ofPalivos and Yip (2010) 
that a higher m leads to a higher steady state per capita capital of the unskilled labor but 
lower steady state per capita capital of the skilled labor in all three cases, a = 0.5,1,1.5 in 
Figure 4a. Holding m constant, increase in cr lowers the increase in steady state per capita 
capital of the skilled labor, whereas it lowers the decrease in the steady state per capita 
capital ofthe unskilled labor caused by illegal immigration. The capital gap ofthe skilled 
and unskilled labor becomes smaller as a increases. 
In Figure 5a, we can see that a higher m deteriorates income distribution in the steady 
state in all cases {a = 0.5，1,1.5) which is consistent with Palivos and Yip (2010) that 
use cr = 1. Moreover, in the same graph, we can also notice that m worsens income distri-
bution in the steady state in a smaller magnitude as a increases. 
3.4 Transitional dynamics (cr) 
Transitional dynamic of average capital 
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k = sy{k,m) - 5k 
=sF {k, • + m, 1 一 ¢) — smF2 {k, 4> + m, 1 - ¢) + sm7 一 (1 + s) 5k 
=sF {k, 0 + m, 1 - ¢) - s F j ^ ^ (1 - Q^  一 7T) + sm7 一 (1 + s) 6k 
Transitional dynamics ofper capita capital ofthe two groups oflabor 
ki = syi - 5ki 
=s{rki + wi + 7m) - Ski 
p 「 F 1 
= s (1 — a - 7T) + s a: - S ki + sjm - Ski 0 + m L k . F F = s (1 - a - 7T) + s a : f c i + s7m - (1 + s)5ki 4> + m k 
k2 二 sy2 - Sk2 
=s{rk2 + W2 + im) - 6k2 
F 「 F 1 = s 7T 4- 5 a : - J k2 + 57m - 5k2 1 - 0 L k . F F = S -TT + Sa^k2 + 57m — (1 + s)5k2 1 — 4> k 
Time derivatives of the relative share ofku/kt ： 
¢ ^ 二 ^ [ 恥 ( ， 一 ku/h) + 7m(l 一 ku/h)] dt kt ^t 
It is not possible to get definite results on the effect of a on the transitional stage 
average capital and per capita capital ofthe skilled and unskilled labor and the calibration 
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method is used. We corroborate the results ofPalivos and Yip (2010) that a higher m leads 
to a higher average capital ofthe society during transition when a = 1.5 compared with 
the case a == 1 which they use, as shown in Figure 6a. Moreover, an increase in cr leads 
to a smaller increase in the average capital of the society during the transition, holding m 
(=0.1) constant as shown in Figure 7a. 
We also confirm that a higher m leads to a higher per capita capital of the skilled 
labor but lower per capita capital ofthe unskilled labor during the transition when a = 1.5 
compared with the case a = 1 which they use, as shown in Figure 8a. However increase in 
¢7 leads to a smaller increase in per capita capital of the skilled labor but a smaller decrease 
in per capita capital ofthe unskilled labor during the transition holding m (= 0.1) constant 
as shown by Figure 9a. 
In Figure 10a，it shows that a higher m worsens the income distribution during the 
transition holding a (= 1.5) constant, which is consistent with Palivos and Yip (2010) 
where a = 1 is used. However, Figxu:e 11a shows that illegal immigration worsens the 
income distribution in a smaller magnitude as a increases during the transition holding m 
(=0.1) constant. 
Chapter 4 
Production Function with Capital-Skill 
Substitution 
4.1 NormaUzation ofnew CES production function 
In this section, we are going to examine the effects ofthe elasticity of substitution between 
capital and skilled labor and compare it with our benchmark production function. 
The new production function is 
F(Li + M, K, L2) 二 A (Li + M)" \fiK^ + (1 - ") l t ] ^ 
L J 
Define 
~ d [K/L2] MPK/MPLs 二 1 
^ 二 d {MPK/MPLs) ^“K|L2^ _ 1-^' 
Note that the a in this part is the elasticity of substitution between capital and skilled 
labor. 
da — 1 — � 2 ^ — _L 
^ = ^ l Z ^ = ^ o r ^ = p 
MPK = M (l-^V'^ 
MPLs — 1-" V ko ) 
= c ^ o 
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l - g 
乂 ( 0二 尸 。 [ i L - ^ i - ^ r y T 
� � ( 0 + mo)" (1 - 4>) + A;o^ o 
L -
yi-t/' 
l � \ H ^0 
" � = 7 l ~ ~ , x l - V ' ^ T : l - V ' 
(1 - ¢) ^ + kQ ujQ 
7T {a) is the share of the skilled labor. 广、M P L s L 2 兀 ⑷ = ~ ^ ~ ^ 
几(习_ ( l _ c Q ( l _ 0 ) 
(1 - ¢) + cJo^ o ^ ^ 
(1 - a) (1 - ¢) (1 一 a — 7To) { ! - ¢ ) 
7T"o = =— UJQ = = (1 - ¢) + UJoko 7Tofco 
dir 1 1 — a - 7T1 0^ 
^ = :^7T^ i n � da a 1 - d k 
Since k � < k , 
% < 0 (4.11) da 
Proposition 5 A higher elasticity of substitution between skilled labor and capital will 
increase theproductivity of the production function, ceteris paribus. 
Proof. 
7T 1 — a - 7To — / ko\^ 
7To 1 — Oi — 7T \ k J 
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• 
" 微 " ( ? 广 
, ^ 1 - a , /7ToN , ^ ( 0 + m V 
l n F = ^ - l n - +lnFo f y ~ " 
i> V 7T / \ 0 + mo/ 
dF � 1 - g /TTpN 1-a n .TTp dn' 
¥ = [ _ " ^ W ) ^ ~ ^ ^ o ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ _ 
dF 门「 l — a， /7ToN , 1 - a n , _7To 1 - ot - n (ko\ 
^ = F ——^ ln — ) + ^ ( - l ) ^ 7 T ^ ln yr 
d^|j ^^ \ 7T / ^ 7To 7T^  1 一 OL \ k ). 
= - _ ( ? ) + 苦 4 | 广 
_ 1 — a r, /7ro\ 1 — OL — 7T , 7T 1 — OL — 7To 
= - F ^ ^ ln — + — l n - -
^^ \ 7T / 1 — a 7To 1 — a — 7T _ 
„ 1 — a � 7T , ( 7To \ 1 — OL — 7T , 1 一 OL — 7To 
二 - F - ^ ln — + ^ ln 
j^j^  1 — a \ 7T / 1 — a 1 — a — n _ 
^ _ ^ ^ 
da d^ da 
dF 1 1 - a ^ � 7T . /7ToN , 1 - a - n . ( 1 - a — T T � � ] � „ 
^ = - ^ — 7 T ~ F ln — + ^ ln > 0 
d a a ^ l — a v n J 1 - a \ 1 - o. - 7r J 
Notice that the production function here does not require m to be larger than zero to 
ensure F^ > 0. This is because m = 0 is chosen as the relevant point to study the effect of 
a in the benchmark production but not the new production function. 
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Capital return and wages can be expressed in the following ways using the new pro-
duction flmction. 
Fi = wi 
— _ ^ 
= W i 
n ^ 
=aA (Li + M)"-' "iT^ + (l-")Lf 
_ J l;a =aA (0 + m)"- ' [^F^ + (1 - M) (1 - ¢^] 
_ 2 _ ^ _ � + m) 
Fi = Wm + 7 
_ ^ 
= m 
=aA (Li + M ) " - ' [fiK^ + (1 - M) L^] ^ 
l - g 
= a ^ {^ + m r - ' [ f i t + (1 - M) (1 - ¢)^] ^ 
F =ay, r (0 + m) 
F2 二 r + 6 
— ^ 
二 厥 1 -
= ( 1 - a) fiA (Li + M)a [|^K^ + (1 一 ") Lt] 了― ' K " 
= ( 1 一 a) M (^ + mr [|^t + (1 - M) (1 - ^ f ] ¥ — 1 #—1 
F" � = — ( 1 — a — TT) k 
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^ dF 
凡 = 妬 
= W 2 
= ( 1 一 a) (1 一 " ) aA (Li + M)" \fiK^ + (1 一 " ) Lt] 了― ' Lp' 
画 J 
= ( 1 一 a) (1 一 " ) A (0 + m)« [fJ^ + (1 - M) (1 一 ¢ ^ ] ¥ — 1 (1 一 利功一1 
F == -7T 
1—4 
Fi(=wi) is the marginal product ofunskilled labor and F3(=w2) is still the marginal 
product ofthe skilled labor. F2 is the marginal product ofthe capital. yi and h still refer 
to the income and per capita capital ofunskilled labor, whereas y2 and k2 still refer to the 
income and per capita capital of skilled labor, respectively. 
Cross derivatives w.r.t factors of production and a 
F~ Fra = c x j ^ > 0 0 + m 
F~ F 
F2a 二 4 (1 - a 一 7T) - ^7r5 > 0 k k 
F~ F 
~ 二 ^ ^ 兀 + 13^冗5 
Proposition 6 Rental return ofcapital increases as elasticity ofsubstitution between cap-
ital and skilled labor increases. 
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Proof. 
F~ F / � 
F2a = 4 (1 - a - 7T) - ^7r5: > 0 since Tr? < 0 by (4.11) k k 
• 
Proposition 7 Aggregate efficiency effect ofa equals to the sum ofaggregate efficiency 
effect on capital return, aggregate efficiency effect on skilled wage and unskilled wage. 
F j = {4> + m)Fi5 + kF2a + (1 - ^)F3a 
Proof. 
jP~ — p F F~ F 
( 於 + — a ^ + H (1 -“—冗）—：""]+(1 - 州 ^ ^ " + 口 ‘ 、 
=Fj 
• 
Proposition 8 Wage premium of the skilled labor decreases as the elasticity ofsubstitu-
tion between capital and skilled labor increases. 
Proof. 
7T (0 + m) 
’ = " ^ 0 ^ 
尝 = - ^ ^ < 0 by(4.11) 
acr a ( l — ¢) 
• 
In Figure lb, it depicts the relationship between m and the steady state wage ofthe 
skilled labor and unskilled labor in different a. It shows that wage of the unskilled labor 
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increases and that ofthe skilled labor decreases as a increases^ Since F^ > 0 does not 
require m > 0，change in a leads to change in labor wages and different initial values of 
w^ are obtained when m = 0. It also explains why there are shifts in the initial values of % 
the steady state parameters in the following calibration exercises. 
In Figure 2b, it depicts the relationship between the steady state wage premium of 
the skilled labor and m in different a. It shows that the wage premium of the skilled labor 
8*U^  
decreases as a increases which is consistent with our expectation that ^ < 0. 
4.2 Steady-state equilibrium and average household (a) 
Equilibrium growth path is constructed similarly with the previous section. 
k = sy{k,m)-5k, where y{k,m) = F{^+m,k, l - 0 ) - m [Fi(0 + m,k, 1 - ¢) _ ^]-Sk 
sF (0 + m , r , 1 - 0) - smFi (0 + m , F , 1 — ¢) + smj - (1 + s) Sk* = 0 (4.12) 
In steady state k = 0 
Proposition 9 An increase in the elasticity of substitution between skilled labor and cap-
ital increases the steady state average capital ofthe economy. 
2 The same parameterization (except different factor substitutabilities are used off course) is used in order 
to compare the effects ofcapital-skill substitutability and labor substitutability on income distribution. Under 
the new production function, the wage ofthe unskilled labor is higher than that of the skilled labor when m is 
small, say m < 0.1. Our concem is on income distribution, so no amendment is made as long as it does not 
change the prediction. Also, the benchmark and new production function reduce to become the same when a 
and a are equal to one since the functions are in Cobb-Douglas form. 
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Proof. Differentiate equation (4.12) w.r.t a • 
‘ — ^ ^ - ^ ^ S dk —F| - mF*~ - 5 dT 
s dV 
= 柳 - ⑶ 〉 0 “ ( l + i M - F ; ( l - a ^ ) 
The effect of m on the steady state average capital is unambiguously positive as a 
increases. Using the new production function, there is distribution effect between skilled 
labor and capital. The savings rates of income from skilled wage and capital return are 
the same, so the distribution effects cancel out one another, a is the share of aggregate 
efficiency effect ofthe unskilled labor and ^ is the share of illegal immigrants oftotal 
unskilled labor, a ^ is therefore the share of aggregate efiiciency effect of the illegal 
immigrants. 1 - a ^ is actually the share of aggregate efiiciency effect of a on the 
domestic factor inputs. We can conclude that higher a leads to a higher increase in average 
capital caused by illegal immigration. 
wI^_ • 
Calibration result in Figure 3b is consistent with our expectation that ~^ > 0. Notice 
that a mainly affects the initial values o f F when m = 0 but not the changes o f F brought 
b y ^ ( i ( f^) i s closetozero). 
4.3 Movements in the distribution ofwealth {a) 
In steady state ki 二 0 
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sy*{k*{rn), k*,m) = Sk* i = 1,2 (4.13) 
Where 
yl = [i^ (^ (/) + m , r , 1 - 0) - (^ ] kl + Fi (0 + m , r , 1 一 ¢) + jm 
y; = [i^ (0 + m , F , 1 - (/>) - S^ k； + Fs ((^  + m,k*, 1 _ ¢) + 7 ^ 
s [Fi f r , 0 + m, 1 - ¢) + jm j^* — L V L =L 
1 (l + 5 ) J - sF2 (r，(^ + m， l - 0 ) 
s [F3 (F,小 + m , 1 - A + ^m j^* _ L \ 1 =L-
2 (1 + s) 5 - sF2 (k\ 0 + m, 1 - 4>j 
Differentiate equation (4.13) w.r.t a 
dk* %^ + ^ 
"^i dk d5 da • — 1 9 
l^ = - ^ Z M T ' - 口 . 
S dkr 
% = F ^ * + F*, | I = F ^ * + F*3 ok OK 
舊 = F ; , k l + F*, ^ = F;,k; + F;, 
基 � 尸2*-“”* “1,2. 
An increase in the elasticity ofsubstitution between capital and skilled labor has both 
direct and indirect effects on the steady state individual per capita capital. The indirect 
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effect is that it increases the steady state average capital of the society and hence the wages, 
but it also decreases the capital incomes ofboth the skilled and unskilled labor. For the 
direct effect, an increase in a increases the marginal productivity of capital and hence the 
capital retums ofthe two both the skilled and unskilled labor. The wage ofthe unskilled 
labor is increased but the change in wage ofthe skilled labor is ambiguous. 
Calibration results obtained by using the new production function are similar to the 
benchmark production function results. According to Figure 4b，increase in a decreases the 
per capita capital ofthe skilled labor and increases the per capita capital ofthe unskilled 
labor in the steady state. In Figure 5b, income distribution in the steady state is more equal 
as a increases. 
4.4 Comparison of the efficiency and distribution effect of a 
and a 
We try to summarize the efficiency and distribution effect of a and a on the inputs in the 
following table� 
3 See appendix 3 for the efficiency and distribution effect of m using the benchmark and new production 
function 
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aggregate efficiency effect on: benchmark production function new production fimction 
total factor inputs F^ F^ 
capital retum aF^ i ^ ( l _ o i _ 7 r ) 
domestic skilled labor F^ TT F j n 
domestic unskilled labor F ^ ^ (1 - a - 7r) F ^ a ^ 爪 
domestic factor retums F^[1 - 為 （ 1 - Q： — 7r)] F5(l - a ^ ) 
illegal immigrants 厂 口 品 “ - 以 - 兀 ） 巧 以 ^ 
aggregate distribution effect on: benchmark function newproduction f\mction 
total factor inputs 0 G 
capital 0 - F n ^ 
domestic skilled labor Fn^ Fn^ 
domestic unskilled labor - ^ Fn^ 0 
domestic factor inputs 蟲厂兀^ 0 
illegal immigrants - 点 Fn^ 0 
4.5 Transitional Dynamics {a) 
Transitional dynamic of average capital 
k = sy{k,m) — 6k 
7Tl ”‘ 
=sF ((^ + m,fc,l-0) - s a j ^ ^ F + smj-{l + s)5k 
Transitional dynamics ofper capita capital ofthe two groups oflabor 
ki == syi-5ki i = 1,2 
=s{rki + Wi + 7m) 一 Ski 
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ki = syi — Ski 
F F = s a + s ( l - a - 7 r ) � A ; i + s 7 m - ( l + s)(^fci 
4> + m k 
h = sy2 - Sk2 
j^ F 
= s 7r + s ( l - a - 7 r ) � f c 2 + s 7 ^ - ( l + � < ^ h 
1 -小 k 
Time derivatives ofthe relative share of ku/kt ： « M 二 ^ [ ^ , ( ^ — ku/h)+7m(i - ku/h)] dt kt ^t 
Calibration results in Figure 6b and 7b show that average capital ofthe society during 
the transition is larger as m and a increase. From Figure 8b，we know that transitional 
stage per capita capital ofthe skilled (unskilled) labor increases (decreases) as m increases. 
From Figure 9b，we know that transitional stage per capita capital ofthe skilled (unskilled) 
labor decreases (increases) as a increases. Figure 10b shows that transitional stage income 
distribution becomes more unequal as m increases. Figure 1 lb shows that transitional stage 
income distribution becomes more equal as a increases. 
4.6 Comparison of calibration results using different 
production functions 
The benchmark production function studies the effect of a and the new production function 
studies the effect o f a . Calibration exercises use the same base point values and different 
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elasticities of substitution between factor inputs are used. From Figure la-1 la we can see 
that 0- significantly affects the magnitude ofchanges brought by illegal immigration (slope 
ofthe line in the figure changes as elasticity changes) but has no effect on the initial values 
of the parameters (e.g. w*，F，k*). a significantly affects the initial value of the parameters 
but not the magnitude of changes brought by illegal immigration. The prediction of the 
new results are similar to the ones that use the benchmark production function except for 
the effects o f a pn the average capital ofthe economy in the steady state and during the 
transition (compare Figure 3a with 3b and 7a with 7b). Based on the new results, higher 
factor substitution increases the average capital of the society in the steady state and during 
the transition which is different from the results that are obtained from using the benchmark 
production function. However, a higher capital-skill substitution still improves the income 
distribution in the steady state and during the transition. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, the effects ofthe elasticity of substitution between labors with differ-
ent skills as a consequence ofthe entry ofillegal immigrants are examined. A higher labor 
substitutability has a positive efficiency effect on the economy in which the factor inputs 
become more productive on average. However, the effect of an increase in the degree of 
substitution on the average capital ofthe society in the steady state is ambiguous in gen-
eral. This is because there is a distribution effect that increases the income share ofthe 
illegal immigrants who save nothing in the host country, but decreases the share ofdomes-
tic skilled labor. The average savings from all sources of income and hence the average 
capital ofthe economy are lowered ifthe。伍66打07 effect dominates the distribution effect. 
The elasticity oflabor substitution also affects the income ofboth the skilled and unskilled 
labor differently, and changes in the income from all sources move in different directions. 
Under reasonable parameterization, we corroborate the calibration results ofPalivos and 
Yip (2010) that an increase in illegal inmiigration increases the average capital ofthe econ-
omy and will deteriorate the income distribution ofboth the skilled and unskilled labor in 
the steady state and during the transition. Moreover, our calibration results also show that 
a higher labor substitution has negative effects on the change bought by illegal immigra-
tion. A higher labor substitution lowers the increase in the steady state average capital and 
improves the income inequality caused by illegal immigration. Our finding on the income 
distributional effect using the benchmark production is robust to change when elasticity 
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of capital and skilled labor substitution is studied. However, we find that a higher factor 
substitution further increases the average capital of the economy in the steady state and 
during the transition. It is because when the degree of capital-skill substitution changes, 
the associated distribution effect only influences the domestic factor inputs but not the ille-
gal immigrants. Since savings rates from all sources of domestic income are the same, the 
distribution effect cancel out one another. Only the positive efficiency effect is left as the 
substitutability ofcapital and skilled labor increases. 
Appendix 
Appendix 1. 
Following the two-step calibration by Klump and Saam (2008)，we can first choose 
values for the economically relevant points offc, y , 7r, P. The Cobb-Douglas case is chosen 
with /3=0 and m=0 as the economically relevant points. Hence the parameters for the initial 
CES production function are 
l - g 
lim^_oAr ["沙 + mf + (1 - ") (1 - ¢^ ] 了 
= A T e ' ^ ^ ^ ° ^ ln[M(<Hm)"+(l-/x)(l-<^ )": 
( l-a)L(<^+m)^ ln(<A+m)+(l-M)(l-<A)^ ln(l-<^) 
= A F e — — 0 M(-^ +m)^  + (l-M)(l-<^ )^  
= Ar[{^+mr{i-^)'-'Y'" 
_ (1 - Q： - 7To) (1 - ¢0) 
^0 _ 7To (00 + ^o) 
wo = _ i l _ ^ ^ K l z i ^ = ( l - a ) ( l - " ) 
兀0 (1 - (^ o) + ^ 0 {¢0 + ^ o ) 、 八 
F=AT [(c^+mr (1—c/>rn' '^ 二 •。(於+^)^---^ a — ^ r =力^>1-«-冗（i - ^r 
According to the literature, we choose a = |. At steady state 
sy{k) = 6k 
We set k 二 10 
At first step, we choose k = 10, a = 1/3，n = 1/3，m = 0; |3 = 0，s = 0.25, S 二 
0.04，• 二 0.5. We can solve out 
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Appendix ^^ 
_ 5-y{k) = -k 
A=yFv(i_") (1 - ^ r 
At the second step, we choose a baseline point for calculation and assume ko = 5 and 
mo = 0. Corresponding values ofper capita output y�and capital shareTr�are 
yo = AS>i-M (1 一 杯 
7T = 7To 
— ( 1 一 a - 7To) (1 - ¢0) 
Wo 7To<^ 0 
The parameters for the CES production function associated with new a j is 
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Relationship between — and m in different a. Appendix 3 
Efficiency and distribution effect ofm in the benchmark and new production function 
Appendix ^^ 
aggregate efficiency effect on: benchmark production ftinction new production function 
total factor inputs 0 0 
capital retum aF2 ^i (1 一 ^： 一 0^ 
domestic skilled labor i^7r Fin 
domestic unskilled labor - F 2 ^ {a + 7r) F i ^ { a 一 1) 
domestic factor retums F2 ^ {a + 7r) - F i 為(a — 1) 
illegal immigrants 一凡 & (以 + ^ F i & ( a _ l ) 
aggregate distribution effect on: benchmark function new production function 
total factor inputs 0 0 
capital 0 - F n m 
domestic skilled labor Fnm F7Tm 
domestic unskilled labor — ^¾ F^rn 0 
domestic factor inputs ^ ^ F n m 0 
illegal immigrants 一 ^ ^仰爪 0 
Aggregate efiiciency effect of m (which is 0) on factor inputs equals to the sum of 
aggregate efficiency effect on capital retum, skilled wage and unskilled wage. Aggregate 
efficiency of m on a factor's retum equal to the sum of aggregate efficiency effect and 
aggregate distribution effect o fm on the factor. Since all the distribution effects sum up to 
zero, aggregate efiiciency effect of m also equals to the sum of aggregate efficiency effect 
on capital, skilled labor and unskilled labor. 
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